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Warm analogue meets cold digital. Fans of Massive Attack, Portishead, Air, Zero 7, Cocteau Twins will

definitely like Baron Bane. 10 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, POP: with Electronic Production

Details: Baron Bane is a magical, intriguing, border crossing multimedia band who stretches the

boundaries for what a regular band can do. The group consists of three musicians and two graphical

designers, - and they all stand under the Baron's command. The Baron's servants' accompaniment during

live gigs are beautiful movies shot on big screens. The group has, since its forming, done the following;

art exhibitions with combined sound installation/live concert, overhead projector battles, incorporated

dance acts in live gigs, club gigs and a lot of open air festival gigs. Baron Bane released his self titled

debut album on Stupid Dream Records on November 7. The album contains 10 strong tracks and has

been described as an refreshing hybrid between electronica and pop/rock. One of the forthcoming

singles, "Soften", is mixed by internationally acclaimed house producer Tony Senghore. Soften has in the

fall of 2004 gotten rotation on London-based radio station XFM. (xfm) Stupid Dream Records and Baron

Bane has recently signed a distribution deal with the independent distributor Basstone Music which

makes the album available nationwide in Sweden. Stupid Dream Records are currently booking

promotional gigs to support the album release. (basstone.se) "Baron Bane surpasses everything! This is

the best I've ever seen!" "My eyes are satisfied just as much as my ears" - Erik Sss, Arbetarbladet 8/11

2004 "Baron sets an excellent example and wins everything!" - Oskar Hanska, Gefle Dagblad 9/11 2004

"Free from standard patterns and clichs. Behind the band, a pair of cobra telephones' act of mating is

shown on a screen. So weird, so perfect." - Sven Melin, Arbetarbladet 6/8 2004 "It's magnificent, weird

and beautiful!" - Stefan Westrin, Gefle Dagblad 16/4 2003 "Baron Bane has to be one of the best bands

right now." - Stefan Westrin, Gefle Dagblad 14/12 2003 Contact us if you want to know more about the
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band or perhaps book an unique concert!
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